can be related to normal distribution. So it can give a good explanation of central limit theorem of probability theory. It is helpful to teach central limit theorem to student and is possible to proof some condition of central limit theorem easily.
Introduction
Now we research an equation as follows, ( ) 2 2
where ( ) f x is an analytic function. see Shilov (1996) . It is an algebra function but is not a differential where a can be any number.
Proof Because ( ) f x is an analytic function, so it can be expressed as the form of the Taylor series as follows,
and we have
Because ( ) f x satisfies equation (1), formula (3) must be equal to formula (4), so every corresponded coefficient must be equal, that is (1),
Proof is complete. From Theorem 1 we can get some interesting result which related to normal distribution of probability. where a is any number.
Get Normal Distribution
According formula (8) 
Proof is complete. Now we talk characteristic function of a random variable. see Heathcote (1971) . 
Where a b c , , are constants. But in text book of probability, for convenient, ( ) f x is often expressed by the form which is easily to see the mean µ and variance 
When students study probability theory and is introduced the normal distribution and is told formula (14) and formula (15), but they still are strange how the formulas are thought by human being. Here we can give a method to derive these formulas simply. 
Conclusion
Because of theorem 3, we can use the concept of odd sequence and even sequence to prove some condition in which the central limit theorem can be true. So the equation 1 should become a tool to prove some other theorem. But author doubt that the word analytic can be cancel, but he is not enough clever to proof it, so gives a conjecture as follows: 
